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Chapter 1  Earth Science

The mission of this project is to develop advanced climate models which have a capability to explore new arena of climate

simulation study by fully utilizing the Earth Simulator. This project started at the beginning of the Earth Simulator operation

and three models have been developed: a CCSR/NIES/FRCGC atmosphere-ocean-land coupled model, a cloud resolving

atmospheric general circulation model, and an eddy resolving ocean general circulation model. In fiscal year 2007, new

schemes for planetary boundary layer and cumulus convection were applied to the CCSR/NIES/FRCGC model under a realis-

tic condition. Thanks to the new schemes, the dry biases in the lower atmosphere reduced significantly and we obtained rea-

sonable climate sensitivity in an experiment for global warming projection. For the global cloud resolving model, we have

successfully simulated a Madden-Julian Oscillation event. We also performed the climate sensitivity test. A new boundary

scheme is implemented to improve the expression of shallow clouds. For the eddy resolving ocean model, we performed eddy

resolving ocean simulations in the Southern Ocean and the Agulhas Current region to investigate interactions between eddy

and ocean circulation. In the Brazil-Malvinas Current confluence region in the Southern Ocean, low potential vorticity (PV)

water of Malvinas Current is injected into relatively high PV water of Brazil Current by the eddy-induced velocity. In the

Agulhas Current region, it is shown that eddies play important roles to transport water from Indian Ocean to Atlantic Ocean.

Keywords: atmosphere-ocean-land coupled model, global cloud resolving model, global eddy resolving model

1. Background
We have combined former several Earth-Simulator

research projects in which three climate-simulation models

have been developed: a CCSR/NIES/FRCGC atmosphere-

ocean-land coupled model, a global cloud resolving model

NICAM, and an eddy resolving ocean general circulation

model. These projects are based on the medium-range 

(5-year) plan of the Japan Agency of Marine-Earth Science

and Technology. By conducting these projects, we will final-

ly achieve a state-of-art earth environmental model, explor-

ing a new research field of climate simulations. Studies with

these three models are compensatory for the realization of a

high-performance earth system model. That is, the first

model is applicable for a long-term climate simulation with

physical parameters revised through simulations by the 

second and third models.

2. Development of the CCSR/NIES/FRCGC coupled
model
We have had model experiments for improvement of

physical parameterizations associated with radiation, cumu-

lus convection, cloud, and atmospheric lower boundary

layer, for reproduction and prediction of the actual climate

system. Moreover, we have had comparison studies in order

to find some missing features in the parameterizations adopt-

ed in MIROC against a cloud-resolving model, NICAM.

Model sensitivity experiments and analyses of model outputs

were also carried out for a wide rage of climate system stud-

ies including paleoclimate issues.

For the sake of realistic reproduction of three-dimensional
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Fig. 2  Time-height section of zonally averaged  zonal wind at equator.

distribution of water vapor and cloud water in climate mod-

els, an improved version of Mellor-Yamada scheme based

on Nakanishi and Niino (2004) has been implemented in

MIROC. Major differences of this scheme from the past

scheme are improved treatment of mixing length and pres-

sure correlation terms, updated closure constants based on

LES results and higher level in the hierarchy of the scheme.

Notable improvements were seen in vertical distribution 

of water vapor and cloud water in the lower troposphere

(Fig. 1). Large dry biases around 850hPa are almost elimi-

nated with this scheme. Low level clouds tend to be lift up

making the result closer to observations. We also confirmed

that the global warming projection under doubling CO2 by

MIROC with the new closure scheme reproduced a reason-

able size of climate sensitivity in comparison with that with

the previous scheme.

A version of MIROC AGCM with a high vertical resolu-

tion (T213L256) and without gravity wave parameteriza-

tions successfully simulated large-scale quasi-biennual and

semi-annual oscillations (QBO and SAO, respectively) with

realistic amplitudes in the equatorial atmosphere (Fig. 2). In

this experiment, gravity waves are represented explicitly in

the model outputs. Currently we have investigated the mech-

anism in QBO particularly in terms of roles of gravity waves

exited by cumulus convection in the tropics.

3. Development of the global cloud resolving atmos-
pheric model: NICAM
It is known that the conventional AGCMs cannot well

reproduce Madden-Julian Oscillation. Since the global cloud

resolving model NICAM is expected to reproduce it owing

to explicit representation of convections, we have tried to

simulate a Madden-Julian Oscillation event by NICAM. The

simulation was successfully performed with 3.5 km and 7

km resolution; large scale cloud cluster is maintained and

eastward propagates with a realistic phase speed.

Furthermore, the detail structure in the cloud cluster is in

good agreement with the observation. Figure 3 shows the

result from this experiment, which gives the comparison

between simulation result and satellite data. The simulation

captures the eastward propagation of large scale cloud clus-

ter and disturbances in the cloud cluster with relatively fast

speed. We found that the propagation of disturbance with 

5 days period plays an important role for eastward propaga-

tion of MJO over the maritime continent. We are now con-

tinuing to investigate the period of MJO and the realization

of tropical cyclone associated with MJO by extending the

simulation time of 3–5 months.

Second, we performed the climate sensitivity experiment

Fig. 1  Zonally averaged annual mean specific humidity biases [g/kg]

for old (upper) and new (lower) schemes, compared with

ERA40.
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Fig. 3  The Madden-Julian Oscillation experiment by global cloud resolving model NICAM. Right figure: the

Hovmoller diagram (10N-10S) of OLR by one month integration of 7km mesh model. The simulation  starts

from 15th December 2006. Left : the Hovmoller diagram of TBB on the equator by MTSAT-1R.

Fig. 4  Difference of clouds classified by the ISCCP simulator between the control experiment and the +2K experi-

ment. Panels (a), (b) and (c) are high, middle and low clouds for NICAM. Panels (d), (e) and (f) are those for

MIROC.

by using the global cloud resolving model, which was the

first attempt over the world. As the experimental setup, the

perpetual July condition was given and a couple of run 

(control run with the present SST and the perturbed run with

SST + 2K) was conducted. As a result, the high-thin cloud

dramatically increases in SST + 2K run (Fig. 4). This change

is not seen in the results from the usual GCMs, which have

been reported in IPCC AR4. Since the high-thin cloud has

large greenhouse effect, its increase gives the positive feed-

back against the global warming and enhances the climate

sensitivity. Now, we are conducting some sensitivity tests

from the viewpoint of physical process and investigating the

robustness of this result.

Third, we improved the boundary layer scheme. From the

analysis of recent climate model, the offshore clouds in

California and Peru coasts, which are widely distributed on

the ocean, play an important role for climate sensitivity.

Since the horizontal resolution in NICAM is several km,

such clouds should be expressed implicitly. For this purpose,

we implemented Nakanishi and Niino scheme, which 
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was employed in the recent MIROC model, into NICAM.

Figure 5 shows the comparison of cloud amount in the lower

atmosphere between the NICAM result and ISCCP data. As

shown in Fig. 5, we can obtain the realistic shallow clouds

near the California and Peru coast, which appear in the

observation. This result suggests that the global cloud

resolving model can well express not only the deep clouds

but also shallow clouds. We will continue the improvement

of physical process, especially, cloud microphysics and

boundary layer scheme.

4. Development of the eddy resolving ocean model
We perform eddy resolving ocean simulations in the

Southern Ocean and the Agulhas Current region to investi-

gate interactions between eddy and ocean circulation.

In the Southern Ocean, an eddy resolving simulation with

about 10 km horizontal grid size is performed. The model is

integrated 53 years and output data of the last three years

are used to evaluate effect of mesoscale eddies. Figure 6

shows the three-year averaged potential vorticity (PV) on σ0

= 27.1 layer in the Atlantic Ocean. The PV is conserved as

long as no influence from the sea surface or mixing with

water of different PV occurs. This figure shows that low PV

water in the southeast Pacific is fed into Malvinas Current

through Drake Passage and merged with low PV water gen-

erated in the north of Burdwood Bank. At the Brazil-

Malvinas Current confluence, the merged low PV water

encounters Brazil Current, the PV value of which is rela-

tively high due to the influence of Agulhas region. The dif-

ference of the PV values between these two currents

appears to cause mixing of PV and this PV mixing gener-

ates an eddy-induced velocity which advects low PV water

into high PV water region. The distribution of PV shows

that the low PV water is advected downward into Brazil

Current by the eddy-induced velocity.

In the Agulhas Current region, we perform eddy permit-

ting simulations using both 15 and 40 km horizontal grid

size. In order to study effect of eddies to mass transport 

in this region, artificial passive tracer is released in the

south-western Indian ocean. The tracer is advected by the

Agulhas Current and then flows into the South Atlantic

Ocean. Figure 7 shows tracer distribution on σ0 = 27.1 sur-

face layer. It is shown that water from the Indian Ocean is

trapped by the Agulhas Rings. This feature cannot be repro-

duced in the coarse resolution simulation of 40 km horizon-

tal gird size simulation.

Fig. 6  Potential vorticity on the σ0 = 27.1 layer (unit: 10–11 m–1 s–1). The black lines are

time-mean depths of 200, 400, 600, and 800 meters from south to north.

Fig. 5  Right: cloud amount of shallow clouds by NICAM. Left: observational cloud amount by ISCCP.
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Fig. 7  Passive tracer density on σ0 = 27.1 isopycnal surface after 7 years integration.

Left panel: result of 15 km simulation. Right panel: 40 km simulation.

Contour indicates tracer density 0.1 and 0.2.
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